
Washable Paper

Laptop Backpack

Lightweight and eco-friendly, the washable

backpack is made from cellulose �ber. This durable

tear resistant paper has the look and feel of

leather. Features an inside laptop pocket and front

outside zipper pocket. Biodegradable, starts

decomposing within 2 weeks of being placed into

the ground. Hand wash, line dry. Part of the

proceeds from purchase go to Project Aware, who

rids our oceans of harmful debris. Size is 16.14" x

11.4" x 5.9".

Compostable Mailers

Out with the old and in with the new. The perfect

alternative to plastic poly mailer bags is here, and

it's completely compostable. This 100%

compostable mailer is a great step towards

sustainable packaging, and can be composted both

at home and commercially. Available in sizes extra

small (6.5" x 9"), small (10.2" x 15"), standard (11.8"

x 16.5", and large (14.5" x 18.8"). Made from a

combination of corn-based biopolymers, this bag

composts in 6 months.

Bamboo Glass Bottle

Bamboo and glass make for a stylish drink bottle.

Reduce your single use plastic bottle consumption
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with this glass bottle that o�ers a purer drinking

experience and extra-thick borosilicate glass that

is clean tasting and odor-free. Features a screw top

lid with built-in adjustable carry loop for easy on-

the-go use. Wide mouth opening is ideal for adding

ice cubes and the silicone sleeve protects the

bottle and serves as a grip for holding. Body is top

rack dishwasher safe, but hand wash the lid and

silicone sleeve. Holds 25 ounces. Size is 2.75" x

10.25". Available in white and black.

3 Piece Market Mesh Set

Made from a combination of 210D poly and RPET

(created by melting down plastic bottles), these

reusable mesh bags help you save plastic when

shopping for produce. All three bags are 9.75" W x

12" H. Standard imprint is included on one bag.

Bee's Wrap - Set of 3

A full sustainable alternative to plastic wrap, Bee's

Wrap is made with certi�ed organic cotton that is

coated with sustainably sourced beeswax, organic,

jojoba oil, and tree resin. The result? An easy,

reusable, all-natural way to store food. Washable,

reusable, and compostable. Brandable with full

color belly band. Includes 1 small (7" x 8"), 1

medium (10" x 11"), and 1 large (13" x 14").

SlipZip Reusable

 Storage Bags

Help curb single use bags! This reusable silicone

food storage bag is eco-friendly, non-chlorinated,

and odorless, and is a responsible alternative to

disposable food storage bags. Perfect for

sandwiches, fruits, veggies, and other snacks, but

also ideal for stationery organization like elastics

and paper clips, or a toiletry bag. Available in sizes

small (8.5" x 7.25") and large (10.25" x 7.75").
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Take Along Bamboo

Utensil Set

Dine on the go the natural way wit this bamboo

utensil set. Set includes a reusable bamboo spoon,

fork, knife, and straw, along with a cleaning brush

for the straw. This set is the perfect way to reduce

your consumption footprint by ditching

plasticware. Includes a roll to conveniently store in

your purse or backpack and a carabiner to clip it

and keep it secure and easily accessible. Each

utensil measures 8" in length. Laser engraved.

Deluxe-On-the-Go Set

Cover all your bases and bring your own meals and

snacks on-the-go! This set includes everything you

need to keep your disposable consumption to a

minimum; deluxe cooler bag, bento lunch box (BPA

free, with movable divider and bamboo lid that

doubles as a cutting board), bamboo cutlery set

with cotton pouch, and stainless steel drinkware 17

ounce bottle. The cooler fold outs to provide a

wipeable and sanitary to enjoy your meal or snack

and includes pockets and side mesh for additional

storage. All contents placed inside cooler for

shipping. Size is 13" x 10" x 8.5".

 

 

 Don't see what you are looking for or have

something else in mind?
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 No problem! Reach out to us today and we can help

you �nd the perfect item.
 

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
 

Did you receive this as a forward and would like to sign up for our

newsletter and product spotlight emails?

 Click here to sign up!
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